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ENTER A WILD HAVEN OF FAIRYTALE, MYTH AND EPIC
Monday 20th April 8pm The Falcon Bride, by Katy Cawkwell
“This probably won’t be the last wedding where you feature as
the bride…”
Beautiful, fierce and deadly, Hallgerd is not a woman to be taken
lightly - getting through husbands like a falcon ripping through
its prey. But this time she might have met her match... Darkly
comic and tragically romantic by turn, Katy Cawkwell unravels a
wild Icelandic saga. In this land of ice and fire a passionate queen
curses an ex-lover half her age, with at first poignant, then
devastating consequences. This is epic in a cold climate
“Superb, magical, enthralling” Ilkley Literature Festival.

Monday 18th May 8pm Crow Dog, by TUUP
The Unorthodox Unprecedented preacher, TUUP, takes to the
stage with unsurpassed style, alarming charisma, an ear for
mimicry and an eye for a wild story. Enter a world of
transformation, myth and magic.
In the 1800s the turbulent uprising of the American civil war
leaves an African American boy orphaned. His name is Henry,
but that’s about to change. Destitute, this young blood is found
by a group of Seminole Indians, with whom he begins a life of
vision quests and shamanic animism. This is storytelling to bring
the moon and stars down to listen at the windows…

Why do dervishes whirl? Why is the mule so fond of the camel?
And is she really going out with him? Some questions have been
asked forever, and most are actually asking something else
entirely…
In a performance laced with subversion, rebellion, wit, poetry,
and philosophy, the fabulous Egyptian performer, Chirine El
Ansary, takes an unexpected journey to the other side of the
mirror, straight into the bizarre and beautiful Sufi realm.
Simultaneously ancient and contemporary, this is a night of
mystics, forgotten faiths and inklings
“she lives between reality and the world of the story” Cairo Times.

Tickets £10 (£8)
Suitable for adults (children 14+)
Box office: 0207 478 0100
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Monday 22nd June 8pm I Know Not - A night of Sufi stories, by Chirine El Ansary

